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Summary of Results
The objective of the project was to develop and validate remote sensing algorithms for characterizing and mapping Arctic sea ice
properties. This was done by
•

Collecting multi-channel synthetic aperture radar (hereafter referred to as PolSAR) observations over ice infested areas north
of Svalbard and in the Fram Straight in annual campaigns from April 2011 to September 2013.

In the same period, collectng, co-located with the satellite data, measurements on the ice and from
air-borne instruments such as a helicopter-borne EM-bird, and optcal sensors on board on UAV
platforms. These data were used for aalidaton of the satellite products.
• Deaeloping algorithms to segment the PolSAR data into statstcalll homogeneous regions.
• Performing a detailed anallsis of the radiometric -, polarimetric -, and statstcal signal propertes of
PolSAR data.
•

The CASPER project has made important contributions in various ways. Below are some key contributions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many contributions at international conferences.
Several journal papers are published or are under review, more will follow.
The project has gathered several unique data sets, which will be further analyzed, and which will found bases for future PhDs
and scientific publications.
3 PhD students have been connected to the project. The first will graduate in 2014. Delays have been related to maternity
leaves. 2 more PhDs will graduate in 2015.
Segmentation algorithms has been developed and tested out. They will in the near future be further validated at Met.no and
KSAT.
A new strategy for sea ice velocity field estimation is under development and testing. Preliminary results are very promising.
A method for creating 3D ice surface roughness and ice ridge volume using multi-angle image bundling of micro UAV was
developed and tested with good results.

All in all, the CASPER project has been positive for collaboration on sea ice related research in Tromsø, and it has increased the visibility
of the participating groups in the international research community. The partners have been actively participating at international
conferences with oral and poster presentations, and they have been involved in the organization of international workshops, conferences

and summer schools, both in Tromsø and elsewhere (e.g. SEASAR 2012, A Norwegian-Chinese workshop, 2013, ArcticEO Summer
School, 2013).
For the Management
Algorithms that can distinguish between ice and water , and do sea ice classification (when mature) could be of benefit to authorities in
the sense that they can provide information of the location of the ice edge, the local ice cover, possibly about the degree of ice
deformation. This information will be helpful for ship routing, and in connection with Arctic offshore operations. Similarly, this
information could be helpful to fishermen, tourist traffic and seal hunters.
The project has also looked into sea ice velocity field estimation. This would also be important information to maritime industry in ice
affected waters.
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Communicated Results
Interdisciplinary Cooperation
The project have links to “Olje i is”, managed by the Flagship “Hazardous substances – effects on ecosystems and human health”.
Links to ICE-Fluxes at NPI, esp. WP2: analysis of airborne photography in combination with EM-bird measurements and SAR image
classification; methods paper Renner et al., 2013b is published now, more photos are being processed and analysed and results will be
used in further work with SAR classification and interpretation of ice thickness observations. Very useful cooperation in terms of
enabling data collection and algorithm developments, and widening the use of the collected data and results.
A new project “Sea ice conditions in Svalbard fjords” was funded in June 2013, as a part of the across flagship work funding. The work
proposed links in the first place to “Polhavet”. The results also will be relevant for the two flagships “Effects of climate change on fjord
and coastal ecosystems in the north” and “Ocean acidification and ecosystems in northern waters”, since the sea ice scenarios in fjords
affect the regional hydrography, the regional ecosystem and also fluxes within biogeochemistry.
Field work in Storfjorden, Svalbard, in spring 2013 (helicopter EM-Bird flights, in situ snow and ice observations) was done for the
PRODEX ThinIce and NPI Svalbard Fjord Monitoring projects, and was coordinated with satellite data acquisition (Radarsat-2 quad-pol
and dual-pol) for this project. Results are interpreted in collaboration and a joint conference paper is under preparation.
Budget in accordance to results
The FRAM Centre funding helped the project in collecting co-located (in time and space) RS2 C-band scenes & TSX X-band scenes.
This year data has been collected in Storfjorden and Fram Strait.
The FRAM Centre funding has enabled high focus on sea ice monitoring from satellite and UAS (unmanned aerial systems). Together
with funding from other sources, the ongoing comprehensive studies involve multi-frequency polarimetric analysis, and a new approach
to estimate sea ice drift from the SAR Doppler frequency. Promising results have been obtained.
The large focus on sea ice has made the partners visible to industry (KSAT & oil companies) , and open for future funding opportunities.
An ice balance buoy is a very important device to support our CASPER work. We had such a buoy (not funded by CASPER) in Fram
Strait installed for 1 full year and these measurements already help to interpret satellite data relevant for CASPER. A new buoy will help
us significantly to have a better base for interpreting the remote sensing products, and to extent the findings got through cruises over
longer time spans.
If Yes
As the shipping industry and oil and gas industry are moving northwards with the retreat of the sea-ice, the need for accurate mapping and
forecasting of ice cover and properties becomes important. This will be the theme in a new SFI (senter for forskningsdrevet innovasjon)
initiative from Tromsø.
Conclusions
Future research will use data collected within this project to
•
•
•
•
•

understand EM scattering and propagation in sea ice
produce improved sea ice type maps
produce semi-automatic classification of aerial photography
validate new methodology for sea ice drift estimation
improve usability of satellite SAR and unmanned aircraft data to monitor sea ice, which will benefit ship traffic and industrial
activities in the Arctic Ocean.

